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DATE:  April 27, 2021 

 

DOCKET NO.: M-01-20/SDR-20-20 

 

REQUEST: A site design review for the construction and operation of a new wireless 

communications facility consisting of a 100-foot monopole tower with 

associated equipment cabinets, emergency diesel generator, and cabling. 

 

APPLICANT: Christine Bradford, representing ACOM Consulting for Verizon Wireless 

 

OWNER: Bruce McKee 

 

TAX LOT: 4419-02600 

 

LOCATION: 551 Hill Road South, McMinnville 

 

ZONE: EF-80, Exclusive Farm Use District 

 

CRITERIA: Sections 402.02(F) and 1101.02 of the Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance and 

Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 215.275. 

 

EXHIBITS: 

 

 I. Staff Report 

 II. Application 

  i. Letter of Incompleteness & Applicant’s Response 

 III. Appeal Application 

 IV. Comments 

 V. Public Notice 

 VI. Applicant’s Response to Appeal 

  

FINDINGS: 

 

A. Background Facts 

 

1. Parcel Size:  Approximately 119.05-acres. 

 

2. Access:  The subject parcel has direct access to Hill Road South.   

 

3. On-site Land Use and Zoning:   The property is located in the Exclusive Farm use, EF-80, 

zone.  Aerial imagery indicates that the property is predominantly used for farming, in the 

form of grass seed and hay production.      
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4. Surrounding Land Use and Zoning:  The subject property is bounded to the north and east 

by the city limits of McMinnville.  The property is not located within the Urban Growth 

Boundary (UGB) of McMinnville1.  Adjacent land use to the north and east is urban 

residential with a mix of single-family, apartments, duplex and triplex housing.  The 

surrounding parcels to the south and west are located in the Exclusive Farm use, EF-80, 

zone.  The surrounding properties zoned for farm use appear to be dedicated to commercial 

farming activities, with grass seed and hay production being the most common farm uses 

occurring in the area.   

 

5. Water:  The applicant has indicated that a well is not located on the property and that the 

proposed use will not require access to potable water.   

 

6. Sewage Disposal:  There is no septic system located on the property and the applicant 

indicates that a wastewater management system is not required to support the proposed use. 

 

7. Fire Protection:  McMinnville Fire Department. 

 

8. Previous Actions:  There is no history of land use actions on this property.   

 

9. Overlay Districts:  The subject parcel is not located in an area which is designated as 

sensitive wildlife habitat, nor is it in the Willamette River Greenway, floodplain or airport 

overlay district. 

 

10. Explanation of the request:  The applicant is requesting site design review approval for the 

for the construction and operation of a new wireless communications facility consisting of 

a 100-foot monopole tower and ancillary supporting equipment.  The applicant indicates 

that the height of the tower, including attached antennas, will reach 104-feet in height.  The 

proposed location of the wireless facility will improve the coverage and capacity of 

wireless service in the surrounding area.  

 

B.   Ordinance Provisions and Analysis 

 

1.    Section 402.02(F) of the Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance (YCZO) lists as a permitted use: 

 

F. Utility facilities necessary for public service, including wetland waste treatment 

systems but not including commercial facilities for the purpose of generating 

electrical power for public use by sale, or transmission towers over 200 feet in 

height. The applicant will also be subject to Section 1101, Site Design Review. A 

facility is "necessary" if it satisfies the requirements of ORS 215.275. 

  

 
1 Per ORS 215.427(3)(a) the county must evaluate a land use request based upon the comprehensive plan and land 
use regulations in place at the time the application was submitted.  The subject wireless facility application was 
submitted on August 13th, 2020, prior to approval of the City of McMinnville’s Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) 
expansion, approved by the County Board of Commissioners on December 10th, 2020, Ordinance 5098. 
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The ORS 215.275 requirements are as follows: 

  

(1) A utility facility established under ORS 215.213 (1)(c)(A) or 215.283 (1)(c)(A) is 

necessary for public service if the facility must be sited in an exclusive farm use zone 

in order to provide the service. 

 

In order for a utility service to be considered necessary it has to be one which cannot be 

situated outside of a farm zone in order for the service to be provided.  The applicant must 

show that reasonable alternatives have been considered and that the facility must be sited 

in the Exclusive Farm use zone due to the factors provided by ORS 215.275(2), below.  

The applicant has determined that an additional wireless facility is needed following an 

analysis of market demand, wireless coverage in the surrounding area, and capacity 

requirements for the geographic area.  The applicant’s area of insufficient coverage can be 

found on Figure 1 of the applicant’s narrative and encompasses a significant portion of the 

western-most area of McMinnville.  The application notes that customer complaints 

regarding wireless service was a factor in determining that a new wireless facility in the 

area is necessary to improve the coverage and service.  The application asserts that the 

increasing reliance on wireless telecommunication service for streaming (for remote work, 

education, or entertainment), gaming, cloud computing, and data storage has led to an 

unprecedented demand for increased telecommunications bandwidth capacity.  The 

applicant also notes that the proposed antenna location is needed to meet FCC requirements 

for Enhanced 911 service in the area, which allows a wireless service provider to provide 

more precise location information to emergency responders when necessary.  The applicant 

has adequately demonstrated that the proposed utility facility is necessary for public service 

in the surrounding area. 

 

2. (2) To demonstrate that a utility facility is necessary, an applicant for approval under 

ORS 215.213 (1)(c)(A) or 215.283 (1)(c)(A) must show that reasonable alternatives 

have been considered and that the facility must be sited in an exclusive farm use zone 

due to one or more of the following factors: 

 

      (a) Technical and engineering feasibility; 

 

      (b) The proposed facility is locationally dependent. A utility facility is locationally  

 dependent if it must cross land in one or more areas zoned for exclusive farm use 

in order to achieve a reasonably direct route or to meet unique geographical needs 

that cannot be satisfied on other lands; 

 

      (c) Lack of available urban and nonresource lands; 

 

      (d) Availability of existing rights of way; 

 

      (e) Public health and safety; and 

 

      (f) Other requirements of state or federal agencies. 
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Once the need for additional wireless service was identified by the applicant, a study 

was conducted to determine the geographical area where a wireless facility would need 

to be built in order to satisfy the need for enhanced service coverage and capacity.  The 

search parameters used by the applicant include the terrain and topography of the area, 

proposed antenna height, available radio frequencies, and the characteristics of the 

wireless equipment.   

 

The applicant has identified an area that can sufficiently address the coverage and 

service gaps in this larger geographic area, and this area can be found on Figure 2 of 

the applicant’s written narrative.  The study area includes an area within the city limits 

of McMinnville, roughly centered on NW 2nd Street—with the east to west extents 

approximately bounded by the NW 2nd Street and SW Agee Street intersection and the 

NW 2nd Street and NW Mt. Mazama Street intersection.  The north to south extent of 

the study area is roughly centered on NW/SW Hill Road—from the intersection of Hill 

Road and SW Fellows Street, to the south, to just south of the Hill Road and Wallace 

Road intersection.  The majority of this study area lies within the jurisdiction of the 

City of McMinnville.  The applicant’s analysis of the search area found that there were 

no parcels zoned for Industrial use, where a wireless facility would be permitted in the 

City.  The applicant’s analysis found that much of the study area in McMinnville is 

zoned for Residential and Commercial use, where a wireless tower is prohibited.  The 

applicant was able to identify several locations within the City to see if they could co-

locate their antennas on existing rooftop infrastructure.  The applicant states that they 

reached out to the Church on the Hill, the Calvary Mac Church, the Hillside Assisted 

Living Facility, and the McMinnville Covenant Church and each of these entities were 

either uninterested or did not have facilities that could support the required antennas.  

The applicant also investigated siting the wireless facility at the Masonic Cemetery 

which is located in the county and is zoned PAI (Public Assembly Institutional), 

however a wireless facility is not permitted in this zone.  The applicant also considered 

placing the antenna on existing utility power poles in the right-of-way in the area but 

found that there are no poles tall enough to meet the coverage requirements.  The 

nearest tower the applicant was able to find that could facilitate the colocation of 

antennas is located approximately 0.92-miles to the northwest of the study area and 

would not be able to meet the coverage requirements.  The area proposed by the 

applicant appears to be the best reasonable option for a wireless facility to meet the 

needs in the surrounding area, despite being located in the Exclusive Farm use zone.  

The applicant has sufficiently demonstrated that reasonable alternatives have been 

considered and that the facility must be sited in an exclusive farm use zone to meet the 

wireless communication needs. 

 

3. (3) Costs associated with any of the factors listed in subsection (2) of this section may  

be considered, but cost alone may not be the only consideration in determining that a 

utility facility is necessary for public service. Land costs shall not be included when 

considering alternative locations for substantially similar utility facilities. The Land 

Conservation and Development Commission shall determine by rule how land costs 
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may be considered when evaluating the siting of utility facilities that are not 

substantially similar. 

 

The applicant did not use a cost analysis of the various reasonable alternative options 

pursued as a justification for the proposed wireless facility.  Likewise, staff did not 

consider the relative costs for developing the wireless facility as a factor in the 

evaluation of the applicant’s proposed facility. 

 

4. (4) The owner of a utility facility approved under ORS 215.213 (1)(c)(A) or 215.283  

(1)(c)(A) shall be responsible for restoring, as nearly as possible, to its former 

condition any agricultural land and associated improvements that are damaged or 

otherwise disturbed by the siting, maintenance, repair or reconstruction of the facility. 

Nothing in this section shall prevent the owner of the utility facility from requiring a 

bond or other security from a contractor or otherwise imposing on a contractor the 

responsibility for restoration. 

 

 The footprint of the proposed wireless facility is fairly minimal, measuring 

approximately 40’ x 40’, which will be fenced and landscaped.  The wireless facility is 

located adjacent to Hill Road so very little of the existing agricultural operation on the 

property will be disrupted from the development of an access and maintenance road or 

by the wireless facility itself.  Staff will put a condition of approval that will require 

the applicant to submit a performance guarantee, in the amount of 1.25 times the 

estimated cost for decommissioning the wireless facility to ensure that the location is 

restored back to its previous agricultural capacity when the wireless facility is no longer 

needed. 

 

5. (5) The governing body of the county or its designee shall impose clear and objective  

conditions on an application for utility facility siting under ORS 215.213 (1)(c)(A) or 

215.283 (1)(c)(A) to mitigate and minimize the impacts of the proposed facility, if any, 

on surrounding lands devoted to farm use in order to prevent a significant change in 

accepted farm practices or a significant increase in the cost of farm practices on the 

surrounding farmlands. 

 

 Staff will place clear and objective conditions of approval on the applicant to minimize 

any potential impacts from the facility to surrounding farmlands.  The conditions of 

approval will be listed below. 

 

6. (6) The provisions of subsections (2) to (5) of this section do not apply to interstate  

natural gas pipelines and associated facilities authorized by and subject to regulation 

by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 

  

This proposed facility is a telecommunications tower and related equipment and is not 

related to natural gas pipelines or other facilities regulated by the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission.   
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C. Site Design Review 

 

1. Section 1101.02(A) of the YCZO governs site design review.  

 

Review of a site development plan shall be based upon consideration of the following: 

 

Section 1101.02(A)(1): Characteristics of adjoining and surrounding uses; 

 

 Regarding standard (1) above, as mentioned in section A.4 of this report, the subject parcel 

is bounded to the north and east by the city limits of McMinnville and the urban residential 

uses in this area of McMinnville.  The surrounding area, outside of city limits, is best 

characterized by the large size and commercial agricultural nature of the parcels zoned for 

Exclusive Farm use.  These farm lots are predominantly dedicated to grass seed and hay 

production.   

 

2.   Section 1101.02(A)(2): Economic factors relating to the proposed use; 

 

 Regarding standard (2) above, the applicant indicates that the wireless facility will be 

unmanned, with a technician visiting the site 1 to 2 times per month to ensure all things are 

in working order.  The application asserts that more than half of the residents in the area 

are living in wireless-only households and rely solely on mobile networks for 

communication, education, commerce, and business needs.  The application states that, if 

approved, the proposed wireless facility will serve the surrounding community and 

improve the coverage and capacity of the wireless network in the area.  Though not strictly 

an economic factor, if approved in this location, the wireless service provider will meet 

FCC requirements for Enhanced 911 service to residents in the area. 

 

3.  Section 1101.02(A)(3): Traffic safety, internal circulation and parking; 

 

 Regarding standard (3) above, the proposed location of the wireless facility is located near 

the northeast corner of the property, along Hill Road South.  The facility will have its own 

access driveway which will be improved and maintained by the applicant while the facility 

is in operation.  The site plans submitted with the application indicate that there will be a 

parking area maintained on the property for technicians who will periodically visit the site 

for maintenance.  The applicant indicates that traffic to the site will be minimal, with staff 

visiting the site a few times each month.  A condition of approval will require the applicant 

to establish and maintain a parking area, with turnaround, for employees who will 

occasionally be onsite for maintenance.  With conditions, the request satisfies the above 

standard. 
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4. Section 1101.02(A)(4): Provisions for adequate noise and/or visual buffering from 

noncompatible uses; 

 

 Regarding standard (4) above, the applicant states that the wireless facility will create 

minimal levels of noise and therefore buffering for noise is unnecessary beyond the visual 

buffer that will be built around the site.  The fencing proposed by the applicant will be 6-

foot tall cyclone fencing with privacy slats.  The applicant states that a 5-foot landscaped 

buffer will also be planted and will surround the facility for additional screening.  The 

applicant notes that lighting will also be installed onsite for security and maintenance 

purposes and agrees that the lights will be shielded or deflected to minimize glare on 

adjoining roads and neighboring properties, and a condition of approval will be put in place 

to this effect.  

 

5. Section 1101.02(A)(5): Retention of existing natural features on site;  

 

 Regarding standard (5) above, the site plan indicates that no natural features of note will 

be disturbed due to the construction of the wireless facility.  The property consists a small 

grassy field which has historically been used agriculturally, to produce grass seed and hay.  

The applicant stresses that the location and design of the facility was done in such a way 

to minimize the impact to the surrounding area and to maintain as much of the natural 

features of the property.    

 

6. Section 1101.02(A)(6): Problems that may arise due to development within potential 

hazard areas. 

 

 Regarding standard (6) above, the property is not located in the Floodplain Overlay District 

or other identified hazard area.  The applicant hired a consultant to conduct a geotechnical 

analysis of the wireless facility site and no geotechnical hazards were identified from this 

study.  There is nothing in the record to indicate that there are hazards on the property, or 

surrounding area, that may be exacerbated by the construction of wireless facility. 
 

7. Section 1101.02(A)(7): Comments and/or recommendations of adjacent and vicinity 

property owners whose interests may be affected by the proposed use. 

 

 Regarding standard (7) above, this request is being processed as a Type “A” application, 

so no comments were solicited from surrounding property owners.  There is nothing in the 

record to suggest that permitted uses conducted on surrounding properties will be 

negatively impacted by the development of a wireless facility, with a 160-square foot 

footprint.  The application states that the design of the facility is intended to minimize the 

visual and auditory impacts to surrounding property owners. 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

 

1. The request is for a site design review for the construction of a wireless communications 

facility consisting of a 100-foot monopole tower with associated equipment cabinets, 

emergency diesel generator, and cabling.  The total height with antennas will be 104-feet.  

 

2. With conditions, the request complies with criteria listed in Sections 402.02(F) and 

1101.02 of the Yamhill County Zoning Ordinance and ORS 215.275. 

 

3. The request complies with the goals and policies of the Yamhill County Comprehensive 

Plan. 

 

DECISION: 

 

Based upon the above findings and conclusions, the request by Christine Bradford, representing 

ACOM Consulting for Verizon Wireless for a site design review for the construction of a 

wireless communications facility consisting of a 100-foot monopole tower—104-feet total 

including antennas, associated equipment cabinets, emergency diesel generator, and cabling, on 

an Exclusive Farm use zoned property is approved subject to the following conditions: 

 

1. The development shall substantially conform to the site maps submitted with this 

application (see enclosures). 

 

2. Prior to operation of the facility, all required building, plumbing, septic and electrical 

permits and inspections shall be obtained from the Yamhill County Planning 

Department. 

 

3. Prior to issuance of building permits, the water supply and access shall be required to 

meet the McMinnville Rural Fire Protection District standards and conditions. 

 

4. Parking shall be established and permanently maintained as long as the wireless facility 

is operating so that there is a minimum of one (1) parking space for each employee on 

maximum working shift, pursuant to Section 1007 of the YCZO.  Parking shall not be 

permitted on SW Hill Road or the public right-of-way. 

 

5. Any lighting for the facility shall be shielded, deflected, or directed on the applicant’s 

property so it does not shine onto adjacent parcels or roads. 
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VI. Applicant’s Response to Appeal 
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